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OUR OPENING ACT ... 

 WHO AM I TO BE ... LIBERATED, WILD + FREE 



Once upon a time … there lived a young girl who though she looked like everyone
else in the kingdom, never quite felt like she fit in. 

As all the other young girls dressed up like princesses and dreamed of being chosen
by a tall, dark and dashingly handsome prince. She dreamt only of adventures, sure
filled with lots of love, though she never had a feeling she needed to be rescued,
saved or was born to continue a bloodline because that's just what “we” did. 

She loved her life of walking barefoot through the forests, gardens and streets,
playing in the mud, speaking to the stallions, fairies, gnomes, and pixies, and on the
odd occasion meeting a new stranger and finding out what made their heartbeat. She
swam in the ocean talking to the mermaids, dolphins, and salamanders, knowing no
matter what anyone else said, she knew they could hear her whispers, and dreams of
living, in a different more loving, kind, and fulfilling way. 

As the other children teased her, told her she’d never have any friends because she
was weird, and spoke funny, and they bullied her black and blue, she withdrew.
Knowing that "sticks and stones could break her bones, and words did surely hurt
her." And then in the quiet, away from the world she continued to dream of a new
land, a place where children could be seen, and heard, for all their intuitive wisdom
and where curious questioning was welcomed every day. 

Where humans were one with nature and all the gifts of connection and healing, it
brings. Where there wasn’t one leader, or ruler, telling us what to do, because we
were all accountable for who we were being, and the choices, and actions, of all that
we thought, did and do. Where magic and play, like Neverland, was not only allowed,
it was encouraged everyday. Where each and every soul was invited to ignite and
express their unique creative superpowers, while living lovingly unified, liberated,
wild and free.  

Where there was no need to feel alone, not enough, or too much, because there
were no boxes to tick or labels to fit, and uniqueness was lived and breathed. Where
feelings were free to rise and release, and hearts wide open allowed our imaginations
and dreams to run wild. A place where shadows existed, though cruelty, bullying,
suppression, control, judgment, and criticism were not the norm. 

And in the quietest of moments, hiding in the top of a faraway tree, or her cupboard,
no matter what others told her, she dreamed this world into being .. making a
commitment to her best friend Sheeba (her dog), her toys, angels, guardians, the
gods, and goddesses up above, and really any mystical creature listening. that she
would never lose her kindness and HOPE. 

Once Upon A Time 



She would hold the magic and love that existed inside of her and no matter what
anyone “told” her to be, she would continue to dream that one day she would
adventure far and wide and find a tribe who believed just as she. Believing that love
exists, we are each born to be unique, miracles are created everyday, and that to live, love
and lead, playfully liberated, wild and free was not only a choice, it was our divine
birthright.

Though sadly as the years passed, and the stale classrooms of conformity filled her
days, it began to suppress all that brought her heart alive. With this went her ability to
imagine, dream and feel deeply connected to all that she had believed she was to be.
Her dreams diminished into a fantasy of who she was taught SHE SHOULD be. She
shut down .. she listened to all the voices as they rolled their eyes and asked her why
she had to always ask WHY and why she couldn’t “just be like everyone else.” She
watched, and observed, WHO she needed to be to fit in, to have friends, and to
eventually be CHOSEN.  She decided what was needed to SURVIVE this confusing
existence, filled with humans living lives that ticked “success driven materialistic”
boxes though strangely seemed to also be making many of them extremely sad,
anxious, depleted and sick.
 
That was .. until the day it all just became TOO MUCH ..  the masks, the pretending,
the exhaustion of answering questions about her choices in life in a polite way, and the
mundane feeling of trying to do life like everyone else .. when inside there was a deep
knowing, questioning, and feeling that THERE HAD TO BE ANOTHER WAY. 

The more she questioned, the more she dove deeply into her pain, her past, her BEing,
the more she woke up .. remembering who she really was, loving all that she got
taught NOT to BE, and realising she’d CHOSEN to not “tick” all the boxes as a
reminder from her soul that she was never meant to FIT INTO these crazy, life
zapping, and often controlling ways. This was not, her way ... 

So she made it official, to break all the rules of this game of life she’d never actually
wanted to play. To quit “ticking the boxes” that never quite seemed to bring her heart
alive and #pressplay on a new way, firstly of loving herself .. and then maybe, just
maybe, she could INVITE others to come play in this new way together again .. not a
happily ever after fairytale ending … instead a happily everyday as you
#pressplayyourway!

So here we are my friend .. welcome to the greatest unwritten masterpiece, the story
of your life .. where you finally get to WAKE UP and write your own life script, every
single day .. welcome my friend to the NEW AGE!! 

Happily everyday after



Whoa, oh, oh
Whoa, oh, oh
Whoa, oh, oh

Whoa
I'm waking up to ash and dust

I wipe my brow and I sweat my rust
I'm breathing in the chemicals

I'm breaking in, shaping up, then checking out on the prison bus
This is it, the apocalypse

Whoa
I'm waking up, I feel it in my bones
Enough to make my systems blow

Welcome to the new age, to the new age
Welcome to the new age, to the new age

Whoa, oh, oh, oh, oh, whoa, oh, oh, oh, I'm radioactive, radioactive
Whoa, oh, oh, oh, oh, whoa, oh, oh, oh, I'm radioactive, radioactive

I raise my flags, don my clothes
It's a revolution, I suppose

We'll paint it red to fit right in
Whoa

 
I'm breaking in, shaping up, then checking out on the prison bus

This is it, the apocalypse
Whoa

I'm waking up, I feel it in my bones
Enough to make my systems blow

Welcome to the new age, to the new age
Welcome to the new age, to the new age

Whoa, oh, oh, oh, oh, whoa, oh, oh, oh, I'm radioactive, radioactive
Whoa, oh, oh, oh, oh, whoa, oh, oh, oh, I'm radioactive, radioactive

All systems go, the sun hasn't died
Deep in my bones, straight from inside

I'm waking up, I feel it in my bones
Enough to make my systems blow

Welcome to the new age, to the new age
Welcome to the new age, to the new age

Whoa, oh, oh, oh, oh, whoa, oh, oh, oh, I'm radioactive, radioactive
Whoa, oh, oh, oh, oh, whoa, oh, oh, oh, I'm radioactive, radioactive

 

Radioactive 
Imagine Dragons

https://youtu.be/ktvTqknDobU


welcome to the greatest
choose your own

adventure .. 
your life .. 



anytime along this choose your own adventure ..
you see a song, meditation or playful affirmation

page .. its very, very ENERGETICALLY intentional .. 
so i invite you to #presspause, breathe, smile

cheekily, switch off the world + any distractions,
and then give yourself FULL #pressplay permission

to get up and give it your all. let go of any + all
inhibitions + whole heartedly, full body express +

embrace the flow .. in your unique way .. 

psst .. hint from K



Press Play Your Way isn’t just a book. It’s an immersive
choose your own adventure experience, a life-giving
transformation, and an invitation to live, love, lead and
create a new way, liberated, wild and free, as only you
were born to be – be warned though, if you allow it too,
it might just crack your curious heart, imagination, mind,
and world, wide open to impossible possibilities and
dreams come true. 

So welcome my friend, to this playfully purposeFULL
pathway, which is actually in honour of you; all of you.
And in particular the freedom seeking, love desiring, soul
nurturing, hope giving, magical child that exists within
you, me, and everybody. 

Yes, I assure you, quite mysteriously beyond the self-
imposed walls of the egoic voice of uncertainty, doom,
gloom, fear, doubt, resistance, excuses, distractions, and
life numbing saboteur behaviours there truly is an ability
for greater FREEDOM. And a much less serious - and
more confidently empowering, playFULLy enJOYable
existence, available to us all. 

This pathway we are about to embark upon together is
an energetic alchemical, “global” attitude shift. That will
“if we choose” ripple into changing lives, inspiring
creatively hopeFULL imaginations, actioning lifelong
dreams, and courageously igniting deeply authentic
relationships in our world once more. Less dissatisfied
swiping, “liking,” scrolling and more deliciously satisfying
smiling, listening, talking, and quality time connecting. 

Get ready to join a NEW WAY of living, being and
existing, where we ignite greater levels of joy, courage,
kindness, and the celebration of uniqueness within every
heart, home, school and workplace, from the inside, out. 

Well, that’s my most wondrous hope and dream …. 

“WHY, SOMETIMES I'VE
BELIEVED AS MANY AS

SIX IMPOSSIBLE THINGS
BEFORE BREAKFAST. 

 
IF I HAD A WORLD OF

MY OWN, EVERYTHING
WOULD BE NONSENSE. 

NOTHING WOULD BE
WHAT IT IS, BECAUSE
EVERYTHING WOULD

BE WHAT IT ISN'T.” 
 

ALICE IN
WONDERLAND

Welcome



pathway .. your way
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I AM, HAVE ALWAYS BEEN, 

+ WILL FOREVER BE ENOUGH ..
JUST AS I AM, JUST AS I WAS BORN TO BE

 
TODAY I WAKE UP + 

 
i expect unexpected miracles to flow my way

 
i prepare myself to give + receive experiences of love

 
i am grateful for all that I AM,

 + ALL that is currently in my life 
 

i magnetise my greatest dreams + desires with magical ease
+ grace, while taking divinely guided action through my day

  
i find ways to accept, forgive and let go, knowing that

everyone and everything that is not in my life today, was
not my greatest life way … 

 
i ask for the courage to be seen, to be heard, + to be loved
as me, knowing i make a positive difference in the world in

just by being me 
 

as i love myself + ask for what i need,
others show up with me, for me + i for them.

 
i am safe to create moments to stop, breathe, connect +

PLAY
 

i gratefully receive all this + more, giving myself permission
to live all day liberated, wild + free as me 

 
thank you, thank you, thank you 

 

Say. it with me ..  



our opening act.. 



What I’ve come to discover over the years is PLAY and playfulness, YOUR WAY, are
our natural birthright.

Yet, somewhere, somehow along the way, we have forgotten how to give ourselves
permission to embrace it this way ..

Many of us have been taught that “being playFULL” is silly, pointless, immature, a
waste of time or only something children do at a set time, in a predesigned,
playground type of way.  And now it’s getting even worse as children’s, moments of
imagination are being filled to the brim with others ideas. Consumed with set ways in
which they are told to be and do popular, with influencers apps, games, YouTubes,
and social media “telling and teaching” them way too young who and how to BE.
They are missing opportunities to discover who they were born to be!

This of course doesn’t mean that we can’t SHIFT this all up, CREATE our own rules
and start firstly by giving ourselves permission to #pressplayyourway .. though let’s
not get ahead of ourselves as we have quite a bit to cover before we get to this stage
and phase of our adventure together. 

I discovered very early on I WAS NEVER BORN TO FIT IT, or FOLLOW THE
NORMAL RULES. I was much better, and had alot more fun, making up the rules of
life as I went along. Though that’s not to say I didn’t try my hardest to fit boxes and
tick labels, or fit labels and tick boxes, whichever it was every choice led me to
feeling more and more lost, empty, confused, alone, disconnected and discontent. 

And if you have arrived here today, I suspect you may have had moments where you
have felt this way too …

I feel I must let you know in advance, by travelling this
wildly whacky, sometimes curiously confusing
pathway together, there might be days you are invited
to become completely purposeLESS.

Sounds crazy I know, though this truly is what PLAY
was intentionally designed to be. A magical, let your
hair down, give yourself permission to be delightfully
present and free, as you intentionally, for no reason at
all, immerse yourself in whatever it is you choose to be
and do playfully, even if only for a tiny moment of time
in your day. 

Guess What 
P L A Y  A N D  P L A Y F U L N E S S ,  Y O U R  W A Y ,  

A R E  O U R  N A T U R A L  B I R T H R I G H T .



You see .. you might not know this just yet, but YOU MATTER.

Yes, not only are you made up of the most divinely created universal matter, but your
place on this earth matters, including the unique purpose, creative spark and voice
inside of you just waiting to be fully expressed. This my friend matters more than you
might even know at this moment in time.  

The world NEEDS YOU .. just as you ARE! 

This is Me .. I have finally arrived home, and its now
time for me to choose to live even more alive and express

myself freely .. no excuses, no apologies.  

And we are here together now to CELEBRATE all of this and have those who ever
doubted you, including yourself, quiver in their boring bossy boots, as you give
yourself permission to smash down the walls of fear, sing from the top of your lungs

You see, if we were to fit into the current
societal conditions of controlling ways and
“outward “look at me” validation and
success”, then how could we possibly
BEcome, and be a part of the radical
CHANGE occurring on the earth. 

So this (VEP – Very eXtraordinary Peeps)
“Little Black Book” choose your own
adventure is actually also a CALL TO
ACTION for all of us sometimes
misunderstood, sacred Ringmasters of our
own destiny and rebels of radioactive new
ways. 

The misfits, the tried to fit and it felt awful.
The freedom seeking, outsiders, the loners,
the generous of heart, the believers in magic,
love, kindness, unity and acceptance for ALL
and each other’s uniqueness and differences. 

You may have even been like me and felt the
pressure, guilt and shame of eyes rolling at
your, curiously out of the box thinking and
frustratingly been questioned “why can’t you
just be like everyone else.” 

Or continuously told “you’re too much, not
enough” or better yet “too sensitive” … 
 because my friend YOU AREN’T like
everyone else, you are uniquely, divinely,
you.  



The world needs 
 YOU ..

 just as you are! 

You are a required, and essential, part of the UNI-verse, you were created to design
and express one verse, one chapter, one critical drop in the ocean and share your
message of LOVE with the world in your unique way, through your words, acts,
actions and deeds. And that, excitingly, is the exact reason why we have come here
together. So that you can begin to #pressplayyourway again, freely, and yes I’ll say it
keep saying it "no excuses, no apologies and no more fear and doubt delays."

As I share a little of my life with you along our press play adventure please know, I in
no way think I could possibly begin to understand any parts of your pain, your past,
the potentially disturbing thoughts that consume any quiet moments of feeling lost
and alone, or even how it is that you bravely ended up here today .. though please
know (YES, I am crying as I share this with you) I am deeply sorry for any pain,
hopelessness, trauma, disappointment, abuse, humiliation, bullying, discrimination and
hurt that you may have been, or are going, through. 

I’m not going to sugar coat life, spiritually bypass the pain with the annoying cliché “it
was all meant to be,” nor are we going to relive any of this by talking about it for
hours, weeks and years to come.  You see, for all the love and wisdom I share I also
know sometimes life sucks, and I’m sorry if you’ve been mistreated along the way.
Life unfortunately can hurt like hell; it can feel like it's breaking your whole heart wide
open and you may have even begun to question if you could ever recover from this.
People you love may have lied to you, cheated on you, let you down, ridiculed,
bullied, and turned their backs on you at a time when you needed them the most. Yes,
there really are many moment that can seem to make no sense at all. 

Firstly, YES, there is always an opportunity to RETURN .. to come back stronger,
happier, and more liberated, wild and “underestimate me, that’ll be fun” FREE. 
And if you have been asking as I did, “is this really all there is to life “ .. the answer is
there is another way. And with it you'll find a growing community of souls, foraging
through this earth awakening at rapid speed to remember LOVE EXISTS and you
don’t have to tick boxes, fit a label, or even a dress size if you choose not to.

In this life you can be free to live as you choose, expressing yourself in your unique
way (obviously without intentionally harming yourself or others), speaking your truth
without the fear of condemnation (well some might condemn you in fearing your
freedom, though you'll no longer care) and be loved as you, despite any stories you tell
yourself about your worth and past. 

Here we welcome the real you, the you that is UNWRITTEN and who understands 
 that your masterpiece of life has only just begun. No matter your age, social status,
religion, race .. you can CHOOSE to PRESS PLAY your way and know you are LOVED
unconditionally and especially for this. 



This journey is for all of us who want to switch off the pressure of outdated "outward
created validation and success" stress and learn to thrive. Igniting a deeply felt
gratitude in each moment for the life we live, love and lead. It’s for those who have
dreamed of stepping into a creative passion, purpose, or way of living, working and
learning differently and yet find yourself feeling suppressed and held back, year after,
year. Sometimes too afraid to fully express yourself, your dreams, desires and truly
enjoy life. Our path together is a way of getting out of your head, and into your heart,
which then of course allows your creative life energy, health, happiness, and freedom
to flow and grow. 

My hope now that you’ve arrived here today is simply, lovingly that together we can
begin to make a little sense out of the nonsensical parts of life, to start enjoying you
again and that in any future moments, or challenges, you'll finally feel A LOT less
alone, and misunderstood, and A LOT prouder of who you are being and how you are
showing up. Knowing there is a community that loves you for you, and you can sense
and trust in every cell of your being that its ok to feel everything and anything,
including lost within your own life and thoughts, along the way. And that you
CHOOSE to #pressplayyourway

15years ago, after losing a wonderful friend to suicide I made a pledge to let as many
humans as possible know .. you are not alone. you are loved and you are, have always 

 been and will forever be, more than enough just as you are. 
 

And that your EXISTENCE on this earth matters more than you’ll ever know. 
 

Not your bank account, not your title, not your relationship status, not your accolades, not
your assets, not the number of followers or likes you have .. YOU .. your very presence,

your essence, your very existence ... now that’s what miracles are made of. Your purpose is
YOU .. and to take big, bold, brave steps everyday to live, love and lead, even more
liberated, wild and free, than you've ever been taught, allowed, given permission or

probably even knew possible, to be. 
 



come play with me .. 
I would like to ask you a big favour as we embark
along this path together .. I have a dream for this
book and all its crazy, wondrous, heart wide open
playtivities to enter 12,000+ heARTs and homes
over the coming years. To do this, I'd love your
help spreading the word .. so if as you read, make
discoveries, deeply reflect and embody these
chapters, if, and as, your life alchemically changes,
I'd deeply gratefully appreciate if you could SHARE
the ways to JOIN IN with your friends, colleagues,
kids and loved ones near and far. THEN once we
finally reach the point of PRINT I'm imagining
copies of this book traveling around the world like
the "Sisterhood of the traveling pants" and arriving
by magic in the hands of the very special soul who
needs to read, hear and feel the words within it on
that very day. So thank you in advance for making
this ripple of LOVE possible with me, as we GROW
an amazing community of souls who kindly care
and have a desire to PLAY.  

You see .. there are many days, I wish the world
was different .. then I wake up and realise to truly
create the change, I, we, you, me and us, need to
be and continue to become the change .. 

in some ways, i am you, and you are me .. you see, no matter where we stand in this
moment upon the earth, many of us are simply doing our best to live proud, kind,
liberated and a little more wild and free!! 

but what does this really mean and how can it truly help you, especially on those very
painFULL, confusing, confronting, lonely, stressful and or totally non sensical days of
existence?? 

Well, I believe there are magically predestined moments within this wonderful and
whacky masterpiece of life where we meet new characters. who, BTW have been
invited in by our soul to awaken our hearts, and uncover the many parts we may have
forgotten exist. I am hoping to be, and become, one of these characters within your life. 

Now I am not here to “tell” you why, how or what you need to do, how rudely
obnoxious and arrogant would that be for me to “think” I can know or even
comprehend, especially from a far, the divinely magical and complex characteristics,
gifts, talents and life experiences that make you, you. And you my friend are the very
best “lead role” aka “hero, shero, itero, theyro” or whichever wonderful humanism you
go by .. to lead the way as you. Firstly, though many of us have been "taught" to forget
our truest selves, and heart desires, so together we are going to uncover, rediscover,
ignite and choose how to #pressplay on your greatest life and expression, YOUR WAY.



are you with me .. 
Along the way I will however offer you my
complete love, presence, compassion and the
willingness to be your greatest raving fan, till
you are. 

You see it is such a privilege to be here with
you today, chatting about the complexities of
life, as we walk this path of purpose. Oh yes,
and if we’ve not yet met, I am K .. aka Kyla,
Sista K, Mama K or the Ringmaster of Change
(+ Play) and together I'm hoping to playfully (+
on the odd occasion with a small dose of kind
tough love which might feel like you’ve been
whacked by a little OMG wake up whip) support
and guide, as we provide some well overdue
clarity within those “life makes no sense”
moments as you learn ways to clearly define
your way in the world. 

We, my friend, are here to live, love, learn, discover, grow, adventure and lead the
way - though for many of us the story of our life so far may not have always turned
out as planned, hoped, or even imagined … one of my most amazing and gifted
teachers Denise Linn, shares that “life gifts can often come in very strange wrapping”
and I couldn’t agree more. 

Sometimes my most painful, and least playful, moments in life, were truly my most
transformational. Would I WISH them onto anyone, NO WAY, do I regret any of
them, never .. all that has occurred up until this point in my life has led me here to
you, and to living a life, and doing work, I can happily say i'm intensely proud of ..  

Sure, hindsight would have be greatly appreciated in the moments of uncertainty,
instability, and unknowingness of how I was going to get through it. however what I
know to be true from my “choose my own adventure” is that it is in these moments
of darkness I found the clarity, love, internal validation, acceptance, wisdom and
compassion and understanding my heart sought and knew possible. 

When I meet new clients, and souls along my journey, I have a deep sense, that in many
ways i am you, and you are me .. you see, no matter where we stand in this moment upon
the earth, many of us are simply doing our best to live proud, kind, liberated and a little
more lovingly wild and free!!  

I could never have imagined when launching this book that the world would be in its
current state of disarray. Yet, in my heart it also feels like there couldn't be a more
poignant time for us all to come together across the globe and discover new ways to
embrace, love, and share, all that we are feeling, experiencing and uncovering about 
 ourselves from the inside, out. So, yes, a pre-determined MIRACLE may have
brought us here together, and I have no doubt there are MANY more to come .. 
 though it will truly be YOUR, daily commitment and curiosity towards giving yourself
permission to set yourself free .. that continues to CHANGE the WORLD we see. 



As the rain falls I look up
I look up and see life
I see life and I smile

I smile and my soul calls to play
So I do that … I choose that

I play and I dance in the rain … 
not because I should, 

and definitely not for any purpose at all ..
simply because I can, and 
giving myself permission 

to play is now my only way … through!
 

Say. it with me ..  



#pressplay on love
It is in moments of darkness I have discovered I must, must, must look up, go within
and remind myself that opportunities to enjoy life again are everywhere … love is in
everything … joy is my birthright, freedom is what my heart seeks and give myself 
 permission to “come alive” again, consumed by the presence of every beautiful
moment of connection, no matter how small. And I CHOOSE to begin to BELIEVE
change is not only possible, it's probable and that no matter what my mind is telling
myself, nothing is ever really impossible to overcome. I assure you though, if you are
thinking "sure well that's ok for you, it seems easy for you K" .. I was not always this way,
and i'll share alot more of my pathway from self hatred, loathing, judgment, addiction,
escapism and trauma, too self loving me, for me, with you as we adventure inwards. 

So I ask you today … what could truly go wrong if you  COMMITTED to YOU and
"chose to JOIN this new way, life ADVENTURE and added an extra dose of kindness, love,
curiosity and playfulness into your life, work, school, community, and relationships, and we
inadvertently created a new contagion in the world," yep you guessed it absolutely
nothing. 

Oh except, of course .. be warned, our very cheeky, sneaky ego and brain fears, fear
and change and as we INVITE in the feelings of eXtra love, connection, happiness,
joy, peacefulness and even totally blissed out contentment .. its 100% ok if at first
this all feels a little out there, strange, uncomfortable and even if any resistance
comes to say "hello." In these moments all you need to do is remind yourself, "having
these thoughts and feelings doesn't make me you a "bad"  human, it simply makes you
HUMAN." 

And then ASK yourself .. what would LOVE do and .. 

how can I LOVE myself more in this moment + give
myself permission to be even more FREE as me .. 



#pressplay on pleasure
Many years back I realised my life had become TOO busy, practical, tactical and even
spiritually pure. In stepping out of the world of investment banking and into full time
Soul Coaching® I had unconsciously placed conditions on myself that I had to give up
many of the things, and experiences, which felt deliciously pleasurable. Sound
familiar??

Simple things like sipping a glass of red wine, or a morning latte, and letting every
taste fill my mouth with enjoyable delight. Going to a festival and dancing with
uninhibited freedom. In deciding to take my business, and spirituality, seriously, I had
somehow chosen to cut out certain parts of my old life, I loved. It was as if I was
being taken back to past lives of living a monastic life without realising in this life I
hadn’t chosen to be a nun or monk, I had chosen to be an “everyday human.” So I
made a decision to bring it all back, plus more.

I started to sit most mornings in full presence as the sun rose and allow it to gratefully
wash through every cell in my being. I made time for laughing heart wide open with
friends as we giggled about silly things, mostly nothing things and created fun videos
of us clowning around. .. and with all this my joy, energy, creativity, and huge
gratitude for the SMALLEST of moments in life ignited. 

I was then blessed to meet a friend, Coach Adam Cobb, who shared how every day
since he was a kid he journals his BID, Beauty In The Day. As he began to share some
from his life I was reminded of the power of slowing down and PRESENCE. Yes, the
more I smelled the proverbial roses, enjoyed waking mindfully to the birds singing
before checking my phone, and sat and REALLY listened without any distractions to
friends stories and sharing, the less overwhelming the pressures of life seemed and
the more they began to fade, still there, though less loud. And with this the bliss,
passion and pleasure began to ignite once more. 

I now pride myself on living in a way that gives me, and those around me, permission
to playfully, passionately, and pleasurably slow down, breathe, connect and be
ourselves. No matter the busyness or the seriousness of life’s challenges and stress,
moments of pleasurable, enjoyable presence can be created. These are then what gift
us a higher vibe and more energy to share with those who matter most, our work and
the world. So before we BEGIN to playfully deep dive next week I’m curious .. is
there an area of your life that could do with a mini dose of pleasure this week? And
what could be one thing you do to ignite, experience and activate even more
pleasure and bliss into your life starting TODAY? 

As you invite, schedule and action this I’d also invite you to journal any beliefs,
resistance, thoughts, feelings or ideas about WHO you SHOULD be which might hold
you back from living a playfully pleasurable existence and you choose to release .. as
we will get to these along the way too. 

(psst hey you ... if you didn't do the above playtivity and are about to move on to our next page, or your EVERY-
day, affirm with me now "to create change I choose to commit to #pressplaymyway including slowing down, doing
things differently and taking aligned ACTION." ... and now go back and do it hehehe)



There's a fire inside, you can feel it
burning

It's a neon light glowing like a furnace
And the night is long but the world

keeps turning
You gotta know it, it's not the end

Every new sunrise is one step closer
It's a sign in the sky that the fight's not

over
So face the world, it's now or never

This is the moment, let it begin
This could change everything

Can you feel it now, something's in the
air?

This could change everything
I know we're gonna know it when we

get there
No more waiting, I'm taking the chance

This could change everything
Let it begin

(Oh-ohh-ohhh)
See the world outside in technicolor

(Oh-ohh, oh-ohh)
Be the one who paints outside the

numbers (Oh-ohh, oh-ohh)
Like a child who is lost in wonder

I don't wanna lose it, I'm breathing it in
This could change everything

Can you feel it now, something's in the
air?

This could change everything
I know we're gonna know it when we

get there
No more waiting, I'm taking the chance

This could change everything
Let it begin

 

this could change everything
Oh-ohh-ohh

You can feel it coming like a flood
Oh-ohh-ohhh

Wash over us, wash over us
Oh-ohh-ohh

Let the future we've been dreaming
up

Oh-ohh-ohhh
Wash over us, wash over us

Oh-ohh-ohh
You can feel it coming like a flood

Oh-ohh-ohhh
Wash over us, wash over us

Oh-ohh-ohh
Let the future we've been dreaming

up
Oh-ohh-ohhh
Wash over us

This could change everything
Oh, this could change everything, ohh

This could change everything
Can you feel it now, something's in

the air?
Oh, this could change everything

I know we're gonna know it when we
get there

No more waiting, I'm taking the
chance

This could change everything
Let it begin

Oh-oh-ohhhh
Let it begin

Oh-oh-ohhhh
Let it begin

Oh-oh-ohhhh
Oooh, ooh-oooh

Let it begin
Oh-oh-ohhhh

Let it begin
 
 

Francesca Battistelli

https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&sa=X&bih=709&biw=927&hl=en&q=Francesca+Battistelli&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgVuLSz9U3MDHPLSksWcQq6laUmJecWpycqOCUWFKSWVySmpOTCQBUQTv3JgAAAA&ved=2ahUKEwj7xIvnz8PyAhXtzTgGHbQpAi4QMTAAegQICxAD
https://youtu.be/EQYvB46HBHE


stay tuned for next weeks .. 

act one .. make a wish  


